BOOKING FORM
Thank you for taking part in the Glow Show at the IMM organised by Indigogo Events
with marshalling from the Southern Mini Owners Club.
Please arrive at the Stunt Barn from 8.30pm to 9.00pm ready to Glow. You can only
participate if you have completed the form, read the rules and signed them. Wait with
your car ready for the judging.
Trophies sponsored by Image of you & Indigogo events will be presented to the
Best install/effect, Most fun Mini and Craziest kids Mini. This will be a fun event and
the judges decision is final.
Once you have put on a magnificent display you may leave the barn from 10pm.
Good Luck, from Lee and the team - 07976 820414 - lee@indigogo.co.uk
Name
Email
Mobile Number
Mini Model or Name
Registration No
What category are you entering?

Best or Fun or Kids?

Who did the install?
What are the details of your lighting?
(location, specification, special features).

What makes it special?
And why do you think you should win?

Do you want to be part of the Glow Show
Team for future event displays?
Are you ok for photographs to be taken?
Please SIGN to say you have read the
health and safety notes

Trophy Sponsor

Marshalling

Event management
www.indigogo.co.uk

H & S NOTES
Preparation

Make sure you have no petrol or brake fluid leaks on your Mini
Ensure any electrical installations are safe and taped with electric tape
Wear a hi-viz protective waist coat and write your name on it so we can see you
Please bring a torch.

Entry to the barn 8.30am to 9pm, Exit from the barn 10pm to 10.30pm

Drive with your hazards on until you are parked up
Please follow the marshals instructions
Turn your engine oﬀ as soon as you are parked up
For exhaust flame throwing Minis, you will be asked only to use these
for a short period of time due to the event being inside.
We ask that you only move your car 8.30pm to 9.00pm, 10.00 to 10.30pm.
If you need to move your car any earlier please inform the marshals.
Children must be supervised at all times in the Glow Show area.

Visual Hazards
Strobe lights, smoke machines, lasers and laser pens are NOT permitted.
Please be aware that certain people with epilepsy and photosensitivity may suﬀer a
seizure if exposed to flashing or strobe lighting.
If you see anyone having problems report it immediately to the marshals.
Noise Hazards
We are asking for just one stereo system at a time to be played below the 95db limit.

Crowds
If the area near your car becomes crowded please ask viewers to step back politely.
Marshals will be monitoring the number of people entering the barn.
Indemnity
The event is covered by Adrian Flux insurers and the IMM’s own insurance company.
Any loss or injury will be covered by these policies, except in circumstances where the
health and safety and rules have not been adhered to by participants and viewers.

Checked

